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CHAPTER TWO: CONTEXT 

LOCKING DOWN THE SKIP TRAIL IN THE MANIFOLD OF TIME 

 

This project is situated within the field of contemporary art production methodologies and 

concepts surrounding the act of appropriation, specifically in this, the age of intellectual 

property.
26

  As media theorist Lawrence Lessig discusses, there is nothing new about 

appropriation, it is as old as culture itself and embedded in the life cycle of all cultures and 

artistic practices. We learn skills and traditions from our parents and siblings, we reproduce 

images from the world around us and we find new uses for existing things.
27

 The relevance of 

questioning appropriation strategies in this day and age lies in the development of ideas of 

intellectual property, mass-media and corporate globalisation. In this realm the discussion of 

appropriation has been constantly rewritten, and continues to be so, over the past century.
28

 

 

The art historical critical reception and perceived relevance of appropriation strategies is a 

fluctuating peak of activity beginning with the Cubists' integration of found and mass-

produced objects into their works in order to merge daily life with art. Collage is generally 

accepted to have been initially integrated into the “high arts” by Braque and Picasso during 

their experiments with analytic cubism. Picasso’s Still-Life with Chair Caning, 1912, is often 

identified as the first cubist collage. Picasso glued on a piece of oilcloth bearing the imprint 

of chair caning, rather than attempting to construct chair caning from paint. By introducing 

                                                 
26

 The Australian Government IP website defines Intellectual Property as “Intellectual property represents the 

property of your mind or intellect. In business terms, this also means your proprietary knowledge.”  

"Intellectual Property is the oil of the 21st century" - this quote by Mark Getty, chairman of Getty Images, one 

of the world's largest Intellectual Proprietors, offers a unique perspective on the current conflicts around 

copyrights, patents and trademarks. Viewed 1
st
 January 2011,< http://oil21.org/>  

27
 Lessig L 2004, The Comedy of the Commons, podcast, SDForum Distinguished Speaker Series, 23 

September 2004, accessed 01 January 2011, < http://itc.conversationsnetwork.org/shows/detail349.html> 
28

 The TATE Museum Glossary states: “The practice can be traced back to the Cubist collages and constructions 

of Picasso and Georges Braque made from 1912 on, in which real objects such as newspapers were included 

to represent themselves.”  Tate Museum Glossary 2011, Appropriation, Tate Museum, viewed 1st Jan 2011,  

< http://www.tate.org.uk/collections/glossary/definition.jsp?entryId=23> 
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actual real-world fragments of objects, rather than illusionistically representing them, an open 

dialogue between the work of art and the wider world was instituted. This was followed by 

the Futurists' strategies of borrowing heavily from their increasingly industrialised 

surroundings to generate art; Constructivism's embracement and use of graphic production 

techniques, and Dada's key use of appropriation as a strategy of disruption in the creation and 

reception of art.  The Dadaists and Surrealists refinement of this integrative breakdown 

between making and experience is exemplified in their use of printed media, politics, psycho-

analytic theory, the tools of mechanical reproduction (such as the printing press and 

typesetting) and the dynamics of the artist-audience relationship. 

 

“To lift a certain number of elements from works, objects, pre-existing messages, and 

to integrate them in a new creation in order to produce an original totality 

manifesting ruptures of diverse sorts.” 
29

 

 

 Many art movements following this and leading up to the present have used appropriation 

strategies in varying ways: Fluxus through a serial, multiple-based production and 

distribution economy through the 'Fluxus Editions', The Situationists through the use and 

exploitation of pre-existing aesthetic elements through the processes of Derive and 

Detournement, and Conceptual artists through the appropriation of museum display 

mechanisms and language. Appropriation's renaissance period definitely began with the Pop 

art movement of the late 50s and 60s and key concepts raised during this period are still in 

effect in the work of contemporary artists today.   

                                                 
29

 Ulmer, Gregory L. "The Object of Post-Criticism." in: Hal Foster (ed). The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on 

Postmodern Culture. Bay Press. 1983, pp. 83-110. 
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Pop art set up the reproductive mechanism whereby the artist could boldly pluck objects, 

images and ideas from a passing stream of content as subject matter for the production of art: 

in Jasper John's case the American Flag, in Koon’s case the Hoover Constellation vacuum 

cleaner, and in Warhol’s case, the electric chair.  

 

 

Illustration 2: Jeff Koons, New Hoover Deluxe Shampoo 

Polishers, New Shelton Wet Dry 10-gallon Displaced 

Tripledecker, 1981-1987 

 

 

Illustration 1: Jasper Johns, Flag, 1954-55, Encaustic, oil, 

collage on fabric mounted on plywood. 42 x 61 in 

 

 

Illustration 2: Andy Warhol, Electric Chair, 1971. 

colour screenprint, 35 x 47 in 
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In these now iconic works of that period one finds a kind of binary on/off operation in 

relation to the act of appropriation; either the lifting of a banal fragment to a higher order or 

status as art object, or the opposite of this - a democratisation of the image through its 

integration into the canon of art.  While these works and artists are good visual reference 

points to compress and illustrate the relevance of Pop on the appropriation-based practices 

that would follow, they are merely a fragment of the influential practices this movement has 

inspired. 

                                                 

Illustration 3: Jeff Koons, New Hoover Deluxe Shampoo Polishers,  

New Shelton Wet Dry 10-gallon Displaced Tripledecker, 1981-1987 

 

 

In terms of the expanded or hybrid form of practice we find ourselves in currently, it is more 

worthwhile to consider the experiments these artists made into presentation methods for their 

practices and personae as artists. The relevance of, for instance Claes Oldenburg's Store 1961, 

an exhibition in a shop front occupied by crudely made and presented simulations of 
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consumer foodstuffs and products, or Warhols' Exploding Plastic Inevitable, 1966, a multi-

media music and art event with light shows, installations, performances and mind altering 

drugs to aid the viewing experience, arguably influenced successive generations of artists, 

and continue to influence the display mechanisms used by contemporary artists and more 

broadly, popular cultural phenomena today. The music festival and the techno rave party are 

two examples of branded, multi-modal events designed to create a sensorium of experience. 

                                         

Illustration 4: Newspaper advertisement for Exploding Plastic Inevitable event, 1966. 

 

 

Illustration 5: anon. photographer image from an 

Exploding Plastic Inevitable event, 1966. 

 

I have included here, alongside documentation of Warhol's Exploding Plastic Inevitable and 

Oldenburg's Store, samples of the accompanying publicity media used for these events. The 
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strategy of artist as cultural producer/industry begins to be clearly evident here through 

Oldenburg's use of 'Ray-Gun Manufacturing Co' occupying more of the poster’s space than 

the artist’s name. Ray-Guns are a moniker applied by the artist for any found object with a 

bend, making it appear similar to a pistol, and a conceptual strategy for the accumulation and 

categorisation of street detritus. 

 

                                                     

Illustration 6: Claes Oldenburg, The Store Poster, 1961.  

Three-colour offset lithograph printed on cardboard. 28 x 22 in. 

 

Ray Gun Theatre was Oldenburg's own brand for Happenings, in the late 50s and early 60s - 

live, performance-based art characterised by multiple media, disintegration or blurring of the 

space between viewer and artist, and often featuring improvisation and unpredictability. 
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Illustration 7: Claes Oldenburg, The Store, Dec.1.1961-Jan.31.1962,  

Ray Gun Mfg. Co. 107 East Second St. New York 

 

These examples highlight the presence of a consideration not only of the single or series-

based studio object, but also the grouping, installation and presentation of these bodies of 

work into experienced events. What we see in the documentation of these works is a mise en 

scene
30

 of residues; a photograph of a moment within a performance, an installation image 

from one vantage point as opposed to another, a scan of a magazine advertisement.  

 

The coming of age of Installation Art in the 1960’s, as discussed by Claire Bishop, identifies 

some of the key values that were originally associated with installation practice that I have 

utilised in this project. These values are defined as: an engagement with a particular, or 

specific site, its use of ‘poor’ or found materials, and an often critical stance towards both 

                                                 
30

 The Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2011) defines Mise en scene is defined as :  

 1a : the arrangement of actors and scenery on a stage for a theatrical production b : stage setting  

 2a: the physical setting of an action (as of a narrative or a motion picture. 
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museum institutions and the commercialisation of the experience of art.
31

  

 

In Bishop’s discussion of the work of British installation artist Mike Nelson (b.1967) she uses 

the term ‘dream scene’ to describe an approach to installation practice that immerses the 

viewer in a convoluted potential narrative of works across an array of medias that suggests 

the existence of a cipher, code or hidden story in which the viewer becomes part sleuth, part 

protagonist, part flaneur.
32

 Bishop argues that:  

  

“traditional single-point perspective is overturned by installation art’s provision of 

plural and fragmented vistas: as a result, our hierarchichal and centred relation to 

the work of art (and to ourselves) is undermined and destabilised”
33

. 

 

It will become apparent through this chapter and the next how I treat these various 

contributing fragments of my own research as a totality of equally important elements within 

my practice.  

 

The elevation of imagery from daily life into art has been present in all the movements 

discussed, but where Pop art differs is in the speed with which reactionary strategies were 

cultivated, shared and mutated amongst artists mirroring the hyper-frenetic media landscape 

of the time.  

 

While these artists would have experienced massive change, mass-production, and the 

American marketing and media landscapes of the 50s, 60s and 70s, the current flux and flow 

of mediated concepts calls for a more complex intermingling of strategies with which to enact 

                                                 
31

 Bishop, Claire, 2005, Installation Art: A Critical History, Tate, London. p.44-47 
32

 Ibid. 
33

 Ibid. 
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the art of appropriation.  

 

The key moment of critical reception for appropriation-based art is seen by many as the late 

1970s with Douglas Crimp's curated exhibition Pictures, in which a much more restrained, 

intellectually rigorous approach was at play than in the messy multi-media experimentations 

of the 60s. In 1977 Crimp curated the influential exhibition Pictures at Artists Space, 

presenting the early work of Sherrie Levine, Jack Goldstein, Phillip Smith, Troy Brauntuch, 

and Robert Longo. In the late 1970s and early 1980s the New York art scene was the real 

period of intensive experimentation with appropriation by artists such a Richard Prince, who 

're-photographed' and presented as his own work glossy American advertising imagery; 

Cindy Sherman, whose black and white staged self-portraits evoke film scene stills in a 

deliberate conflation of camera and truth, and Barbara Kruger’s prolific advertising 

installations that question the viewers complicity in consuming and hence valuing mass-

media imagery. These artists make up what is now known as 'The Pictures Generation' after 

the exhibition curated by Crimp and who were celebrated in the recent 2009 exhibition of the 

same name at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The exhibition is a testament to 

the long-running relevance of the appropriative urge on current contemporary art practice. 

The press-release for the show follows a trajectory from the Conceptual art practices of John 

Baldessarri whose students at the California Institute for the Arts included key figures of the 

'Pictures' group explaining that - 

 

The "Pictures Generation" was born into the rapidly expanding post-war 

consumer culture of advertising, movies, magazines, television, and pop 

music. However, as artists, they were educated in the cerebral and visually 

reductivist approaches of Minimal and Conceptual Art. As adults, the social 
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and political upheavals of the 1970s fostered their scepticism and ironic 

detachment. As a result, "Pictures" artists brought both a critical and 

playful attitude toward the plethora of images that surrounded them. 
34

 

 

 

Illustration 8: Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still #14, 1978. Gelatin silver print 40 x 30 in 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
34

 Art Tattler 2009, The Range of Disciplines and Artists known as ‘The Pictures Generation’, Art Tattler, viewed  

01 February 2011 <http://arttattler.com/archivepicturesgeneration.html> 
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Illustration 9: Barbara Kruger, All Violence is an Illustration of a Pathetic Stereotype, 1991. Installation Detail 

 

The concerns expressed in this quote, which emerged around the time of my birth, and which 

are reinforced by the recent re-capitulation of these artists and their work in the Pictures 

Generation survey, are the essential driving force behind this project. This neo-conceptual 

variant of the appropriative urge is now so firmly grafted into the contemporary art 

production paradigm that a list of artists not using appropriation in some way would be near 

impossible to produce. Instead, I have focussed on key contemporary artists whose work 

illustrates a subliminal appropriative urge and have discussed how these works influence my 

own strategies. 
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Chicago born, New York based Takeshi Murata, works in single-channel video and still 

imagery, from a background in animation. Murata produces extraordinary digital works that 

re-figure the experience of animation. Creating Rorschach-like fields of seething colour, form 

and motion, Murata pushes the boundaries of digitally manipulated psychedelia.
35

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
35

 Electronic Arts Intermix 2009, Takeshi Murata. eai.org, viewed 1st January 2011. 

<http://www.eai.org/artistBio.htm?id=10311.> 

 

 

Illustration 10: Takeshi Murata, Escape Spirit VideoSlime, 2007,  

still from single-channel video series 
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Illustration 11: Takeshi Murata, Escape Spirit VideoSlime, 2007.Installation view. Ratio 3 - San Francisco 

 

Murata and contemporaries such as Paul B. Davis from the Beige programming collective 

engage a process known as datamoshing where various software tools are used to enhance 

video compression artefacts to the point where they overtake the original content of the 

video, a deliberate creative misuse of tools that exist to enable the transmission of video 

content through data networks by making them smaller, 'compressing' them.  

 

 

There is a bi-fold appropriation occurring in the act of  'data-moshing'; on one level as the 

viewer of digitally distributed video whereby one observes the breakdown and degradation of 

the image caused by problems with streaming, compression, and storage of video and, on 

another, as the artists develop strategies to reproduce and control this effect. 

 

Murata's and Davis' videos embody the 'remix' notions by actively mashing multiple streams, 

files, or content together to create new hybrids. In Murata and Davis' work the overriding 
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visual mutation relies on the use of a visual trope known as 'Glitch', which has become a key 

visual and formal device in media based work that alludes to the materiality of data itself and 

its ability to 'go wrong'. These works led me to conduct similar experiments by over-

compressing small video works that I have made in the past, as an attempt to get beyond the 

'psychedelic mutation' vibe into something more formally pure, or abstract. This use of error 

as formal device has informed my work heavily and is especially evident in the series 

Torrent, 2009 IN:URL, 2009 and the work On Northern Waves, 2009 as discussed in the 

following chapter.   

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 12: Takeshi Murata, 002, 2007. 66 x 71 cm digital 

inkjet print. 
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Illustration 13: Paul B Davis. Video Compression Study II, 2007. still digital image 

 

Ondrej Brody and Kristofer Pateau,
36

 create deliberately provocative works that challenge 

conventional ethics and moral codes in Western society and within institutional art. The work 

is situated in a similar space of exploiting system codes – where Murata and Davis 

manipulate and capitalise on the generative capabilities of the mis-use of video production 

and distribution software, Brody and Pateau do so in the system of art-making, display and 

marketing that occupies a large portion of the development of a 'contemporary art career'. 

They describe their work as ‘Conceptual Neo-Dada’.  In the work Painting China Now 2007, 

a series of images of persecuted Falun Gong practitioners are sent to Chinese Painting 

factories, painted and sent back to Europe for exhibition.  

                                                 
36

 Ondrej Brody and Kristofer Paetau 2007, Painting China Now,brodypaetau.com, viewed 1st February 2011,  

< http://brodypaetau.com/recent-works/painting-china-now>. 
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In typical Brody Pateau style, the result is a kind of dumb abject quality, a re-activation of 

existing imagery and systems through a new mutation of their use.  While their intent is 

motivated by a kind of didactic political action or commentary, the  Brody Pateau work and 

my own are crossing over on some levels in the layer of political divide, socio-economic 

difference, and the outsourcing of labour. 

 

 

Illustration 15: Ondrej Brody and Kristofer Paetau, Painting China Now, 2007. detail 

 

While the image content contained within Painting China Now is considerably different than 

 

 

Illustration 14: Ondrej Brody and Kristofer Paetau, Painting China Now, 2007. 

detail 
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in my IN:URL piece, essentially the system of production is the same – the use of the internet 

to find and collect source material, the use of an outsourced production method (the Chinese 

painting factory) and the presentation of the finished objects within an art context.  Brody and 

Pateau use deliberately shocking imagery, heavily politically loaded to elaborate on the socio-

cultural elements at play in their chosen production method. In contrast I use banal, 

differently loaded imagery – that of the anonymous web camera - to suggest a flattening of 

these same boundaries, a kind of universal emptiness of global connected culture.  

 

The source imagery for my work IN:URL is derived from a loophole of sorts in the largest 

global information interface, the Google search engine to find and view unlisted web cameras 

across the globe. In addition to these series-based studio operations, the bulk of the research 

output of this project has manifested as installation outcomes. The move toward installation 

as a methodology in my work grows from the intent to present multiple ideas, concepts and 

forms in conjunction with one another, in essence to create states of interlinking and 

connected worlds. 

 

The work of American mixed-media artist Banks Violette has had considerable aesthetic and 

methodological influence on this project. Violette rose to prominence in the New York art 

scene in the last decade with his large scale drawings, paintings and sculptural objects that 

form connected spatial experiences that expand upon and mythologise subcultural 

phenomena. Violette's work has since gained international significance through major 

presentations in several prominent collections including the Musee d’Arte Moderne et 

Contemporain Geneva, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, the Saatchi Gallery in 

London, MOMA and the Guggenheim Museum, both in New York. 
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Violette's work has been situated, by writer Francesca Gavin as representative of a 'New 

Gothic' art
37

  through his combination of references to the excess of youth culture mixed with 

minimalist form and monochromatic colour schemes.  Violette, in an interview with Gavin 

summarises again this use of allegory to revive a 'dead' visual language as discussed by 

Verwoert in chapter 1- 

 

I'm interested in a visual language that's over-determined, exhausted, or 

just over-burdened by meaning. The heavy-handed one-to-one of 'black-

equals-wrong' is incredibly interesting to me -- less as something that has a 

meaning in itself, but more in how those visual codes can somehow become 

reanimated. That's constant throughout my work. All those images are like 

                                                 
37

 Gavin, F 2008, ‘The Art of Fear’, Dazed & Confused, October, p. 155. 

 

 

Illustration 16: Banks Violette, Untitled, 2007. installation image. 
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zombies -- they're stripped of vitality, yet sometimes they get life back in 

them...and, like zombies, usually something goes wrong when they wake up 

again.
38

  

 

Violette's use of amplification or expansion of obscure cultural fragments is an influencing 

factor in my own work. His erection of a life-sized recreation of a burned-out church on a 

black stage surrounded by a 5.1 surround sound score, inspired by an image from the cover of 

an obscure but historically important black metal record, epitomises his approach. By 

mimicking, through his artistic interventions, the kind of crazed obsession that can occur in 

youth’s embrace and appropriation of popular culture, Violette drags often maligned cultural 

forms across the line between low and high culture. 

                                                 
38

 Gavin, F 2008, ‘The Art of Fear’, Dazed & Confused, October, p. 155. 

 

 

Illustration 17.Burzum record cover 

notorious for documenting artists own 

arson 1992. 
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Black metal music is a particularly rich vein of obscure cultural material to mine and Violette 

enhances the embedded theatricality, romance and pathos of the form through a process of 

appropriation and amplification. He uses amplification of scale, of immensity, of cultural 

value and of physical labour. Often collaborating with artists, he creates loops of source and 

reference, in essence collapsing the distance between the two. For example, the closed to 

public performance of immensely loud doom metal band Sunn, one floor below his exhibition 

space, physically and conceptually suggests the subterranean and timeless persistence of sub-

cultural mutation. 

 

Strategies similar to those enacted by Violette informed heavily the development of several of 

my own works, including Free Tattoo, a simulated tattoo parlour consisting of stainless steel  

 

 

Illustration 18: Banks Violette, Untitled, 2005. Whitney Museum of American Art, New York 
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benches, sinks, Tattoo equipment, signage and an lcd screen displaying tattoo designs, The 

work was constructed as part of an exhibition dealing with suburban stigma.  

 

Horror Victorianum (Retrograde Angst) 2009, an installation in a disused department store 
39

, 

evoked juvenile delinquency and the referential excess of youth culture. And most notably 

there is BEEF 2010, an installation at CAST Gallery
40

,  Hobart, that used found advertising 

imagery from obscure guitar amplifier advertisements and internet videos of an argument 

between old and young rap musicians and was presented within the 'backstage' area of the 

gallery storeroom. 

 

 

 

                                                 
39

 One Night Only Project (O.N.O) is a series of artist-run events activating disused urban spaces in Tasmania 

creating large-scale ephemeral art and performance events. 
40

 Contemporary Art Spaces Tasmania (CAST) is the lead contemporary visual artist gallery and development 

body in Tasmania, viewed 30
th

 February 2011, <http://www.castgallery.org>. 

 

 

Illustration 19: Scott Cotterell, Free Tattoo, 2009. Installation detail. 
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Illustration 20: Scott Cotterell, Horror Victorianum (Retrograde Angst), 2009. Installation detail. 

 

 

Illustration 21:  Scott Cotterell, Horror Victorianum (Retrograde Angst), 2009. Installation detail 
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Illustration 22: Scott Cotterell, BEEF, 2010. Installation detail. 

 

 

 

Illustration 23: Scott Cotterell, BEEF, 2010. Installation detail. 

 

 

In each of these works, and others discussed in the next chapter, I have sought to amplify 

small experiential fragments from my lived encounter with both local and global media 

sources and to mix these with spatial and site-specific cues provided by the particularities of 

each exhibition venue or opportunity. Through these works there is a deliberate conflation of 
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fact and fiction, the real and the fake, the obsessive and the detached. 

 

British Conceptual artist Jamie Shovlin's concern with the obscure relationship between 

reality and personal truth is expressed through elaborately produced works involving 

installation, performance, painting, drawing, and printmaking.  Shovlin makes ambitious 

projects in which he constructs extensive and seemingly real archives, which were later 

revealed to be elaborate fictions. 

 

Naomi V. Jelish (2001-2004 and Lustfaust: A Folk Anthology 1976-81, 2003-6, are two of the 

artists' best known bodies of work. The ‘Jelish’ archive consists of drawings, newspaper 

cuttings and other ephemera relating to a 13-year old prodigy who had disappeared with her 

family in mysterious circumstances, along with notes and inventories made by John Ivesmail, 

a ‘retired science teacher at Naomi's school who unearthed a collection of the teenager's 

remarkable drawings’
41

. Both Naomi V Jelish and John Ivesmail are anagrams of the artists 

name and link Artist, subject and mentor in a symbiotic referential system.  
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 Saatchi Gallery 2009, Jamie Shovlin. Saatchi Gallery. viewed 1st January 2011, 

< http://www.saatchi-gallery.co.uk/artists/jamie_shovlin_resources.htm.> 
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A second archive, ‘curated by Jamie Shovlin’ and purporting to document the activities of a 

German ‘experimental noise band’ from the 1970s, Lustfaust: A Folk Anthology 1976-1981, 

2003-2006 contained cassette covers and posters apparently made by the band’s supporters, 

fan reminiscences, a filmed interview with one of the band members, and other fictional 

archives .  

 

 

 

Illustration 24: Jamie Shovlin, Naomi  V Jelish, 2004. 

mixed media. detail. 
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Shovlin questions how information becomes authoritative and explores the way that we map 

and classify the world in order to understand it. In an age where information, its production, 

consumption and hybridisation takes on a staggering pace, Shovlin's adoption of particular 

clichéd structures, in particular the loss of innocence, be it via the tragic and mysterious 

disappearance of a teen prodigy or the descent into obscurity of a potentially legendary band, 

serves to reactivate particular cultural flows de-sensitised by the consistent white noise of 

media. 

 

 

 

Shovlin's archival elaborations influenced the development of some of the submitted works, 

especially Free Tattoo, 2009 which began as an archive of actual tattooed imagery from 

people I knew.  It was also significant in the development of Medium Frequency 2009, an 

exhibition at DF ARTE in Santiago De Compostela, the culmination of a 1 month residency 

 

 

Illustration 26: Jamie Shovlin, Lustfaust, 2006 

collage on cassettes (5 cassettes), 3 x 4.5 in ea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 3: Jamie Shovlin, Lustfaust, 2006 

collage on cassettes (5 cassettes), 3 x 4.5 in ea 

 

 

Illustration 25: Jamie Shovlin, 

Lustfaust, 2006. collage and acrylic 

on paper. multiple elements 
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which was an attempt to construct a sampled, idiosyncratic response to the social and cultural 

experience of being embedded in a foreign place and culture and the resulting referential 

overload of that experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 27: Scott Cotterell, Medium Frequency, 2009. Installation detail 
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 I will discuss these works further in the following chapter and explain the logic of how they 

operate within the submitted work. 

 

The research is located within the context of contemporary artists engaging appropriation as 

key formal and/or conceptual drives within their practice. On both a national and global level 

these practices are undergoing critical reconsideration by artists, writers and curators and this 

project contributes to that field by articulating a conversation with and around this approach 

and synthesizing a body of work that places appropriation firmly at its center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 28: Scott Cotterell, Medium Frequency, 2009. Installation detail 


